
Federated Co-Operatives Limited (FCL) is a wholesaling, manufacturing, marketing, and 
administrative co-operative owned by more than 170 independent retail co-operative 
associations. These retail co-ops own and operate agro (agricultural) centers, food stores, gas 
bars/convenience stores, and home centers. The four food distribution centers, a
general merchandise facility and a petroleum facility distribution center all contribute to
making FCL a $9.2 Billion Dollar company.

Business Context and Challenges Faced
With key needs in labor management, inbound/outbound transportation, rotations and throughput improvement, 
Federated Co-Operatives Limited (FCL) sought a scalable Warehouse Management Solution that could handle the 
complexities of perishable food items as well as propane, agricultural, and home and garden products.

FCL also dealt with fluctuating volume during seasons, so they needed a scalable solution that could handle rapid 
volume increases with minimum impact. It was all those features along with the cost, system flexibility and overall 
satisfaction of the existing customer base that led FCL to chose Ignition over the competition.

The Results
Thanks to Ignition WMS, date rotation is no longer a headache. Federated 
Co-Op promises their retailers a certain shelf life when they receive the 
product, and WMS does a great job of tracking dates and times. Since they 
transitioned to WMS, they have had better visibility of expiration dates 
during inventory receiving, which allows them to refuse close-to-code 
items and prevent spoilage.

Federated Co-op has full-service warehouses that include fresh products, canned goods, and frozen items, with an 
increased volume during turkey season, so they are constantly capturing weights for products as they come in and go 
out the door. “We are legally required to charge by the weight, so we must capture weights as items go out the door," 
explains Kent Kostuk, Industrial Engineering Manager at FCL. "We do that by handhelds and voice.”
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The Solution
With Ignition WMS, Federated Co-Op has gained real-time control over their warehouses, which 
improved productivity and precise shelf life management while lowering costs.



"With GS1 128 barcode, we control the ability to scan weights. Inbound, receivers can scan the weight of a pallet, and now 
they have the visibility to pay the supplier and bill customers," says WMS product manager Fran Rifkin. "The data capture 
should be simple to ensure the accuracy of the weights without impacting productivity."

The biggest improvements FCL saw with WMS were in labor. “Initially, we had challenges moving forward with 
productivity, but once we rolled it out; how we operate today vs. how we operated 10 years ago is mind-bogglingly 
different” adds Kostuk. “Right now, we’re in the middle of a pandemic, and we are seeing our volumes increase from 
50% to 300% per week.”

During the unprecedented volume surge during the COVID-19 pandemic, FCL saw their scratch rate shrink to $2,000. “Of 
all the orders that hit the warehouse, if there was inventory, less than $2,000 didn’t get to ALL the retails,” Kostuk points 
out.

“We’ve seen an average increase in productivity of 20%, and in some smaller areas 
where you can see big swings in plus and minus, [there has been] up to a 90% 
increase in productivity,” he adds. “Prior to putting in LMS, if I asked an operation 
to get a 5% improvement in productivity, I was almost laughed out of the room 
because the challenge was so great. Once we put in LMS and we saw these 
numbers, everyone’s jaws dropped. We could NOT believe the numbers.”

Organizations that FCL used to visit to learn how to improve their productivity are 
now visiting them instead. They have also seen the quality of the pallets improve, 
along with safety.

The positive ripple effect spilled over to transportation. FCL's on-time 
performance for departures improved so much that the transportation 
department could better predict when they would arrive at retail A, B, and C and 
come back empty to start scheduling back-hauls. This allowed FCL to become 
more efficient and lowered their costs due to the increased productivity and the 
ability to run trailers full in both directions.

The configurability of WMS is also an important component of how FCL runs their warehouses. With its four food 
distribution centers and one general merchandise facility, FCL is now configuring a distribution center to support their 
bulk and retail petroleum facilities.

“We have never required AFS 
to be on site for any of our 
upgrades. They are involved 
with making sure our 
infrastructure is 
appropriately sized and 
configured and after that the 
roll outs and upgrades are 
completed remotely and 
cooperatively with the 
internal FCL team.”

Kent Kostuk, Industrial 
Engineering Manager

About Ignition by AFS
Ignition is a line of products that is part of AFS Technologies, the leading provider of software solutions purpose-built for 
consumer goods companies and distributors. AFS is committed to generating improved outcomes at the point of 
purchase coupled with generating efficiencies in trade spend, retail execution and supply chain. With experience 
developed over its 31-year history, AFS serves more than 1,000 customers of all sizes in more than 50 countries around 
the world. Our products are innovative, configurable solutions that are proven to optimize customer potential with 
automated processes, improved productivity and rapid time to value.
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